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The Grand Knight is the fount of honor within the Holy Orthodox Order of Saint George the 
Great Martyr, and by virtue of his position as temporal head, has the exclusive right of conferring 
the Most Meritorious Order of the Holy Spirit. This honor is the Order’s only Order of Merit and 
is reserved to express the Order’s appreciation of a person’s service to the benefit of the 
Orthodox Church and to the Order of Saint George the Great Martyr as a whole.  
 
The Grand Knight may bestow the Order of Merit upon any individual when honor, prestige, or 
special degree of service has been shown to or for the Holy, Orthodox, Catholic and Apostolic 
Church or to the Holy Orthodox Order of Saint George the Great Martyr. This means that an 
individual has assumed a responsibility or displayed an ability considerably greater than might 
have been expected of him or her; that an individual had performed activities, in an excellent 
manner, which have been of great benefit to the greater Orthodox Christian World. The Order of 
Merit is awarded regardless of religion.  
 
The Order of Merit like the medals of the Holy Orthodox Order of Saint George the Great 
Martyr are to be worn with great care and with appropriate and suitable dress. The Order’s 
protocol for wearing medals should always be observed and followed by anyone who has been 
given the honor and privilege to receive them. Individuals who have been awarded the medals of 
the Order of Saint George the Great Martyr or of the Order of Merit should wear their insignia on 
the following occasions: 

1.) Official receptions hosted by either His Most Excellency the Grand Knight or by his 
spouse 

2.) Official receptions hosted by the Prior of a National Priory or their spouse 
3.) Investitures of the Order; and 
4.) Official receptions, dinners and other official functions of the Order as indicated in 

the invitation 
 

Medals worn with Full Evening Dress (White Tie) 
Only one sash is worn, with the accompanying breast star. The sash is to be worn over the  
Waistcoat (right shoulder to left hip). Only one neck badge is worn, and no more than two  
breast stars (i.e. the breast star of the Order and the breast star of the Order of Merit).  
If more than one miniature is to be worn; it is advisable to have them mounted on a  
medal bar. Regarding the positioning of each breast star, the lowest breast star should be  
positioned six inches above the waist. The precedence of placement of each breast star (looking  
at the wearer) should be: 
 
      One Star            Two Stars 
 
  1      1 
 

       2 
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Of the two breast stars in the above example, (1) is the breast star of the Order and (2) is the 
breast star of the Order of Merit. Women of the Order are to wear only one sash, with the 
accompanying breast star, one dame badge and only one miniature medal of another decoration 
may be worn.  
 

Decorations worn with Evening Dress (Black Tie) 
In the Order, miniatures and only one neck badge/dame badge and breast star of the highest 
decorations are to be worn with Evening Dress (Black -Tie). Sashes are not to be worn.  
 

Decorations worn with Morning Dress 
Miniatures are to be worn by both men and women when wearing morning dress. Neither sashes,  
neck badges, dame badges nor breast stars are to be worn.   
 

Decorations worn with Business Dress  
Both men and women of the Order are to wear the miniature medal of their highest decoration.  
Neither sashes, neck badges nor breast stars are to be worn.  


